Idaho Child and Adult Care
Food Program
Annual Mandatory Training
August 1, 3, and 5 – 2022
8:00 am – noon or 1:00 pm ‐ 5:00 pm (4 hour sessions)
Boise, Idaho Falls and Coeur d’Alene

Kim Sherman
Child and Adult Care Food Program Coordinator

Supporting Schools and Students to Achieve
SHERRI YBARRA, ED.S., SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Welcome to this annual CACFP training for Institutions currently participating on the
Program.
My name is Kim Sherman, the CACFP Coordinator at Idaho State Department of Education
and Domonique Ayarra Sykes is here as well to assist with the training. She is a Coordinator
in the CACFP and SFSP.
This year’s training is a 4 hour in person training. Online trainings were also required to
meet the annual training requirements.
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Housekeeping

• Restroom location
• Break
• Bike rack for questions
• Overview of participants
packet
2

Before we get started… it is important that we create an environment that allows
everyone to participate freely and work together to accomplish the training
objectives without fear of criticism. To accomplish this goal, let’s review some
housekeeping items and ground rules for today’s training.
• First, the location of the restrooms is located (state where) and water service
available in training room.
• We will take a 10 minute break during this training. Of course, please be sure to
return on time, as starting and ending breaks on time will allow us to cover all the
training information and activities within the time allotted.
• Although I will try to answer questions throughout the training, sometimes a
question requires research or a longer answer than time allows. Because your
questions are important, I posted a “Bike Rack” flip chart. Feel free to write any
questions on a sticky note and post it to the “Bike Rack.” I will aim to provide
answers to all questions during the class but may need to take back for
clarification and answers from USDA.
• Each attendee should have a participant packet. The packet includes resources
we will be referring to or using during the training. Does everyone have a
packet?
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Ground Rules
• Be a team player
• Be respectful of everyone
• Share ideas with the class
• Be on time for all sessions

• Always ask for clarification
if you do not understand
• Turn your mind on and
your electronic devices to
silent or off

• Stand up when your mind
goes on vacation
3

33SAY:
Some ground rules for today’s training include:
• Be a team player.
• Be respectful of everyone.
• Share ideas with the class.
• Be on time for all sessions.
Additionally, it is ok to stand up when your mind goes on vacation and always ask
for clarification if you do not understand. Finally, turn your mind on and your
electronic devices (cell phones) to silent or off. If you need to take a call please
step out of the room into the lobby or hall so you don’t interrupt the class.
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Online Trainings
• 2022 Civil Rights Training
• Determining Ounce Equivalents‐
Grain Measuring Chart
• Meal Service Styles
• Menu Record Requirements
• Sponsoring Organization Monitoring‐
coming soon!
• And More….
https://cnp.idiglearning.net/
4

All sponsors, as part of the annual training were required to complete the Online 2022 Civil
Rights training, Determining Ounce Equivalents‐Grain Measuring Chart training, Meal
Service Styles training and the Menu Records Training in addition to this in person training.
One additional online training will be required for sponsoring organizations that sponsor
centers or homes and are required to meet the monitoring requirements. This training is
the Online Sponsoring Organization Monitoring Requirements training and is planned to be
release in September 2022.
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Online Trainings Coming…
• Calculating Ounce Eq. of Grains
Available Now!
• Determining Ounce Eq. of Grains in Recipes
Available Now!
• How to Standardized a Recipe
• Menu Planning Using Cycle Menus
• Special Dietary Accommodations

• Knife Skills
• Weights and Measures
• Meal Service Requirements
• Training Requirements
• Budget Requirements

5

The state agency is in the process of adding additional trainings that were created into the
CNP training portal as online trainings. As each are available the state agency will issue a
broadcast email to all sponsors so you can take the trainings.
Two new trainings that were added to the portal in the past two weeks are:
Calculating Ounce Eq. of Grains
Determining Ounce Eq. of Grains in Recipes
Trainings will be released through the next year, monthly or bi‐monthly, and some will be
required to be completed as part of FY23 mandatory state agency training. Here is a list of
the trainings to come:
How to Standardized a Recipe
Menu Planning Using Cycle Menus
Special Dietary Accommodations
Knife Skills
Weights and Measures
Meal Service Requirements
Training Requirements
Budget Requirements
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Training Topics
Topic 1: USDA updates
Topic 2: ICN and USDA Resources
Topic 3: MyIdahoCNP application updates
Topic 4: Administrative review procedures (appeals)
Topic 5: Meal Pattern Training Activities
6

In todays training we will review recent USDA updates. It is important to note, the state
agency issues information from USDA when it is received through our broadcast email
system to the sponsor program contact in the application packet. To ensure you receive
this information please make sure this contact is updated when changes occur.
In this training we will provide information on where you can receive resources from USDA
and the Institute of Child Nutrition. Including reviewing some of the new allergy fact
sheets.
The third training topic is reviewing MyIdahoCNP application updates and changes to the
2022‐23 site applications. Next we will provide the Administrative review procedures for
appeals and finally we will complete a few meal pattern training activities.
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USDA Updates

https://www.fns.usda.gov/cacfp

7

USDA website is continually updated with the most current guidance and resources on the
program. Here is the link to the CACFP page on the website. Excellent resource for What’s
New, Policy Memo’s, Regulations, Handbooks, Training, Webinars etc.
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USDA Updates
Keep Kids Fed Act (KKFA)‐ signed June 25, 2022
• Temporary higher per‐meal reimbursement rates:
 Effective July 1, 2022‐ June 30, 2023.
 CACFP‐ 10 cents per meal/snack
 Homes and Centers
 In addition to the regular rate updates
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Keep Kids Fed Act (KKFA)‐ signed June 25, 2022
•

Temporary higher per‐meal reimbursement rates:

Effective July 1, 2022‐ June 30, 2023.

CACFP‐ 10 cents per meal/snack

Homes and Centers

In addition to the regular rate updates
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USDA Updates
Keep Kids Fed Act (KKFA)‐ signed June 25, 2022
Cont.
• Temporary higher Tier I reimbursement rates for Tier II
family day care homes through June 30, 2023
• Limited nationwide waiver authority through June 2023
 Does not expand Area Eligibility or Meal Pattern waivers
 Authority does not allow USDA to implement waivers
that increase costs to Federal Government
9

Cont.
•
Temporary higher Tier I reimbursement rates for Tier II family day care
homes through June 30, 2023
•

Limited nationwide waiver authority through June 2023

Does not expand Area Eligibility or Meal Pattern waivers

Authority does not allow USDA to implement waivers that increase
costs to Federal Government
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USDA Updates
Child Nutrition Programs SY 2022‐23 Waiver Checklist
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Waivers that are continuing into SY 22‐23 from USDA Waiver Checklist located on their
website.
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USDA Updates
Center Reimbursement Rates

11

The updated reimbursement rates were released on July 25, 2022. The rates are on this
slide and include the base reimbursement rates with the additional reimbursement from
the Keep Kids Feed Act. The act provided an additional .10 cents per meal and snack from
July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023. You will see this increase starting in your July 2022 claim
reimbursement payment.
The cash in lieu of USDA Foods (commodity) is .30 cents per lunch and supper meals
claimed.
This information was issued in a broadcast email to all sponsors on July 27, 2022.
These are the rates for centers.
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USDA Updates
Day Care Home Sponsor Reimbursement Rates
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Here are the reimbursement rates for sponsors of day care homes.
The updated reimbursement rates were released on July 25, 2022. The rates are on this
slide and include the base reimbursement rates with the additional reimbursement from
the Keep Kids Feed Act. The act provided an additional .10 cents per meal and snack from
July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023. You will see this increase starting in your July 2022 claim
reimbursement payment.
This information was issued in a broadcast email to all sponsors in July 2022.
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Updated Nondiscrimination Statement
English and Spanish updated
In accordance with federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights regulations and policies, this
institution is prohibited from discriminating on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex (including gender identity and sexual
orientation), disability, age, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity.
Program information may be made available in languages other than English. Persons with disabilities who require alternative means
of communication to obtain program information (e.g., Braille, large print, audiotape, American Sign Language), should contact the
responsible state or local agency that administers the program or USDA’s TARGET Center at (202) 720‐2600 (voice and TTY) or contact
USDA through the Federal Relay Service at (800) 877‐8339.
To file a program discrimination complaint, a Complainant should complete a Form AD‐3027, USDA Program Discrimination Complaint
Form which can be obtained online at: https://www.usda.gov/sites/default/files/documents/USDA‐OASCR%20P‐Complaint‐Form‐
0508‐0002‐508‐11‐28‐17Fax2Mail.pdf, from any USDA office, by calling (866) 632‐9992, or by writing a letter addressed to USDA. The
letter must contain the complainant’s name, address, telephone number, and a written description of the alleged discriminatory
action in sufficient detail to inform the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights (ASCR) about the nature and date of an alleged civil rights
violation. The completed AD‐3027 form or letter must be submitted to USDA by:
mail:
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20250‐9410; or
fax: (833) 256‐1665 or (202) 690‐7442; or
email: program.intake@usda.gov
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
13

This is the updated long nondiscrimination statement. It was updated May 5, 2022 and
must be updated on your website by August 4, 2022 and in your documents that include
the statement by September 30, 2023. USDA is updating the And Justice for All poster and
once the state agency receives the new posters they will be issued to all sponsors for their
facilities.
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USDA Updates
SAM Registration‐ UEI number replaces DUNS
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In April 2022 the DUNS number was replaced with the Unique Entity Identifier number
each sponsor was issued when they registered in SAM.gov.
The federal government requires that all sponsors must annually register and update their
registration in the System for Award Management (SAM). It is important this is completed
annually before the beginning of the next fiscal year (October 1).
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USDA Resources
WIC Information
Important:
Please share information about
other nutrition programs
with the center and home families
WIC flyers are available
at your local WIC Office
15

The current WIC information flyer is located in your training packet. It is important each
Institution shares information about other nutrition programs with center and day care
home families. This may be as easy as providing the cards to each facility for the center or
providers to give out to their participant families. WIC flyers are available at your local WIC
office as well.
The WIC office also has the flyers in Spanish.
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USDA Resources‐ Team Nutrition

https://www.fns.usda.gov/team‐nutrition

16

USDA team nutrition provides many valuable tools and resources on their website. This
site provides link to CACFP Recipe Videos, USDA Standardized Recipes, Child Nutrition
Recipe Box, Cooking with Kids Activities and Recipes for Healthy Kids.
New to the site are the Team Nutrition Quizzes.
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USDA Resources‐ USDA Website
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In your training packet there is the new Food Buying Guide tri‐fold. Let’s review it.
On USDA website you can find several other training tools and resources like the newly
updated Crediting Handbook, new CACFP Snack Menu Planner, Meal Pattern fact sheets,
CACFP training slides, CACFP Feeding Infants training tools, Thirty on Thursday webinars
and much more!
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ICN Resources‐ Allergy Fact Sheets

• Milk Allergy
• Soy Allergy
• Peanut Allergy
• Tree Nut Allergy
• Wheat Allergy
https://theicn.org/icn‐resources‐a‐z/child‐care‐center‐food‐allergy‐fact‐sheets
18

The Institute of Child Nutrition (ICN) has several trainings resources including online
trainings for CACFP program operators. Today we will review some of the food allergies
fact sheets. These are new to ICN website in the last year.
Let’s start with the Milk Allergy fact sheet in our packet. Please pull out so we can review
the topics covered.
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Special Dietary Accommodations
Updated Milk Substitute Sheet

19

SAY:
The updated Milk Substitute Sheet is in your training packet and is also available in
MyIdahoCNP download forms.. The list of soy milks that meet the nutritional standards is
updated. Lets review the list.
1.
2.
3.
4.

8th Continent Original Soymilk Plain
Great Value Original Soymilk Plain
Pacific Foods Ultra Soy Milk Plain
Silk Soy Plain

Note: Sponsors may also refer to the Idaho WIC list for soy milks that meet the nutritional
requirements. If a sponsor selects a flavored soy milk from the list it is important the
flavored soy milk is only served to children ages 6 and older to meet the meal pattern
requirements for flavored milk.
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Special Dietary Accommodations

Idaho Child Nutrition
Programs Medical
Statement Form
Template

20

SAY:
The state agency provides a Medical Statement for program operators to use. Let’s look at the form and
review what is included on the statement. The medical statement form starts with places to note the
participant’s name and date of birth, the organization’s name, the name of the parent or guardian and the
telephone number for the parent or guardian.
Number 7 provides the statement that the participant has a medical condition or is disabled and requires a
special meal or accommodation. It provides the definition for “disabled person”, “physical or mental
impairment” and “major life activities.”
Number 8 is where the licensed healthcare professional would provide a description of the impairment.
Number 9 is where the diet prescription and/or accommodation would be noted.
If texture modification of food is required, it would be noted in Number 10.
Number 11 is where any foods to be omitted must be listed
Number 12 is where the recommended alternatives for the omitted foods must be listed
Number 13 would be where any adaptive equipment needed would be listed
Number 14 is where the medical authority would sign the form
Number 15, 16 and 17 is for printing the medical authority’s name, their telephone number and the date
they sign the form
Number 18, 19 20 and 21 is for the parent or guardian to sign the form, print their name, their telephone
number and the date they sign the form.
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ICN Resources‐ Allergy Fact Sheets

21

The next fact sheet is for Soy Allergies. Let’s review this sheet.
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ICN Resources‐ Allergy Fact Sheets
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The next fact sheet is for Peanut Allergies. Let’s review this sheet.
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ICN Resources‐ Allergy Fact Sheets

23

The next fact sheet is for Tree Nut Allergies. Let’s review this sheet.
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ICN Resources‐ Allergy Fact Sheets

24

The next fact sheet is for Wheat Allergies. Let’s review this sheet.
This was only five of the nine available on the ICN site. The remaining fact sheets are eggs,
fish, sesame and shellfish. Check out the site to learn more about these allergies.
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MyIdahoCNP Application Updates

Due Dates
August 15‐ For Profits
August 31‐ Nonprofits
October 5‐ SOC & SODCH
facility training

25

It is that time of year again to update your application with the state agency. The 2022‐23 application
packets are ready in MyIdahoCNP. The applications were released this year a little later than normal. The
state agency software company made a few revisions in the center site application which delayed the release.
The changes are: Adding Early Head Start as a site type and adding meal schedules for all site types (child
care, EHS, Head Start, Outside School Hours, At‐risk Afterschool and Emergency Shelters). The meal
schedules include center operation hours and days, anticipated closures, months of operation, and each
participating meal service days and times.
It is important packets are submitted for approval by the due dates so the packets can be approved by
October 1, 2022 for the new program year. Up coming due dates are: August 15th‐ For‐profit Institution
application packets due August 31st‐ Nonprofit Institution application packets due and October 5th SOC &
SODCH facility training agenda and tracking logs for training completed between October 1, 2021 and
September 30, 2022.
If you need to submit a budget amendment for the current program year please submit your amended FY22
budget workbook to Kim Sherman by September 1, 2022.
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MyIdahoCNP Application Updates
Annual Ethnic/Racial Participant Data

26

Annually Institutions are required to collect ethnic/racial data per participant for their
center or each of their sponsored facilities. The data is reported in MyIdahoCNP in the
Institutions’ application packet on the Civil Rights form. The consolidated data must be
maintained by the Institution for three years plus the current program year. During
program reviews the state agency has found that some Institutions report the data when
collected and consolidated but did not maintain the document(s) used to consolidate the
data. It is recommended for Institutions that consolidate the data by hand (data is not in
electronic data base with report options) the Institution use the Civil Rights Data Collection
form provided by the state agency on the CNP website on the Civil Rights tab.
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Administrative Review Procedures (Appeals)

Procedure included in
Training packet
Also available on Idaho CNP Website
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The CACFP Administrative Review Procedures, also known as the Appeal Procedures are
provided in your training packet and located on the CACFP website for easy access for all
sponsors. The SDE will provide the Administrative Review Procedures to sponsors with
notice of action letters. Such notices are fiscal action (recovering of funds), denial of
participation or proposed termination notices.
It is important to note, if you receive a notice of action and decide to appeal the action to
provide the notice of action letter to the appeal officer within the required time line. As a
sponsor you have the option of a written review or an in‐person hearing and must also
specify which option you are requesting.
At any time you may contact the state agency with questions on the appeals process.
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Morning Break

10 Minute
Break

28

Let’s take a 10 minute break.
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Meal Pattern Activities
• Identify Whole Grain‐Rich Foods;
• Determine Grain Ounce Equivalents; and
• Determine Meat/Meat Alternate Ounce Equivalents

29

In the second half of this training we will use USDA work sheets to identify whole grain‐rich
foods, determine grain ounce equivalents in grains and determine the meat/meat alternate
ounce equivalents.
Daily one whole grain‐rich grain must be served in the CACFP meal pattern and the grain
serving size is now ½ ounce serving for children ages 1‐5 and 1 ounce for children 6‐18
years of age.
The meat/meat alternate component serving size is also based on ounce equivalents of
meat or the meat alternate.
The focus today is on grain and meat/meat alternate components ounce equivalent serving
size. The serving size for fruit, vegetable and milk components in the meal pattern is based
on volume and it is easy to measure the serving size but determining the ounce equivalent
serving size for grains and meat/meat alternates is a little more challenging.
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Meal Pattern Activities

30

Let’s start with Whole Grain‐Rich Foods. In your packet we have two USDA fact sheets:
How to Spot Whole Grain‐Rich Foods and Identifying Whole Grain‐Rich Foods Using the
Ingredient List.
We will start with the Identifying Whole Grain‐Rich Foods worksheet.
DO: Follow through worksheet providing the steps using the ingredient list. Go through the
5 steps with the examples in the worksheet. Highlight the Whole‐Grain Ingredient list,
enriched grain list, bran and germ list and the non‐creditable list.
Review the Try it Out! Page and have the class as a group give the answers and why.’’
Next let’s Review the How to Spot Whole Grain‐Rich Foods worksheet,
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Meal Pattern Activities

31

Next let’s Review the How to Spot Whole Grain‐Rich Foods worksheet. This worksheet
provides the Whole Grain‐Rich Requirements. Note, this requirements does not apply to
infants through 11 months.
In addition, to the Rule of Three method to determine if a food is whole grain‐rich there are
five more ways to make this determination. Lets review them.
1. Rule of Three
2. WIC List
3. Documentation‐ Standardized Recipe, CN label, PFS. Example: Homemade muffins or
Processed Chicken Nuggets or Corndogs
4. Whole grain‐rich grains in Schools. CACFP and School Meal Program have same
methods to determine whole grain‐rich foods
5. FDA Whole Grain Health Claims
6. Package Labels
Review What to Watch Out For. With the class answer the Try It Out.
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Meal Pattern Activities

Whole Grain‐Rich Relay!

32

It is time for the Whole Grain‐Rich Relay! Count off by 2’s.
Do: Start the group with counting and have the ones stand together and the 2’s stand
together across the room from two tables.
Instructions: The first person in the group goes down to their table and finds a whole grain
rich label and returns to their group tagging the next person. The first group to finish and
all have whole grain‐rich labels win!
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Meal Pattern Activities
Best Practices to Meet Whole Grain‐Rich Requirement
• Plan two whole grain‐rich foods daily
• Select specific foods in menus to be whole grain‐rich
 Examples: Sliced bread, cereals, select crackers, brown rice…..
• Maintain list of the specific whole grain‐rich foods to purchase
• Consistently purchase the same products
• Train employee(s) on purchasing plan

It’s
a Plan!

33

To wrap up the Whole Grain‐Rich activities, lets review some best practices for
ensuring daily you serve a whole grain‐rich grain.
•

Plan two whole grain‐rich foods daily

•

Select specific foods in menus to be whole grain‐rich


Examples: Sliced bread, cereals, select crackers, brown rice…..

•

Maintain list of the specific whole grain‐rich foods to purchase. Good to
have pictures of each as well

•

Consistently purchase the same products

•

Train employee(s) on purchasing plan
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Meal Pattern Activities
Determine Grain Ounce Equivalents‐
“amount of grain in a portion of food”
Exhibit A Grain Tool‐ provides a general guideline for crediting prepared grain
items. Once you determine the grain is creditable to the meal pattern, find
the Group on the chart containing the name of the product. Use the Ounce
Equivalent (oz eq) column to determine the minimum serving size by age
group.

34

We are now ready to practice determining the grain ounce equivalent serving size for
grains. Ounce Equivalent is the amount of grain in a portion of food. In your packet there
are four grain ounce equivalent worksheets and the Exhibit A grain tool.
The Exhibit A grain tool provides a general guideline for crediting prepared grain items.
Once you determine the grain is creditable to the meal pattern, find the Group on the chart
containing the name of the product. Use the Ounce Equivalent (oz eq) column to determine
the minimum serving size by age group. This tool was used by USDA to create the ounce
equivalent worksheets. Show Exhibit A Grain Tool
The four grain worksheets are:
1. Using Ounce Equivalents for Grains in CACFP,
2. Calculating Ounce Equivalents of Grains in CACFP,
3. Crediting Single‐Serving Packages of Grains in CACFP, and
4. Feeding Infants Using Ounce Equivalents for Grains.
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Meal Pattern Activities
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Next let’s start with the Using Ounce Equivalents for Grains in CACFP worksheet. This
worksheet provides a grain measuring chart that USDA developed using the Exhibit A grain
requirements for child nutrition programs.
This tool is an easy reference to determine how much of a grain item you need to serve to
meet the CACFP meal pattern. To use the chart you need the nutrition facts label for the
grain item.
Lets review.
1. Using the Grains Measuring Chart
2. What if My Grain is Different?
3. Grain Measuring Tools‐ show how to use with the grain measuring chart. Example:
Crackers.
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Meal Pattern Activities
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The next worksheet is the Calculating Ounce Equivalents of Grains in CACFP worksheet.
This worksheet provides the three methods to determine how much of an item you need
to serve at CACFP meals or snacks by age group. In each method you need the nutrition
facts label for the grain item.
Lets review.
1. Using the Grains Measuring Chart‐ we just reviewed this chart.
2. Food Buying Guide Exhibit A Grain Tool‐ use when grain is not in measuring chart. Tool
does the math for you.
3. Calculation Method‐ seven steps
4. Grain Ounce Equivalent Chart in worksheet
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Meal Pattern Activities
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The next worksheet is the Crediting Single‐Serving Packages of Grains in CACFP worksheet.
You will need the individual package with the nutrition fact serving size by package in
grams.
This worksheet provides:
1. Three steps to use the Grain Measuring Chart for single serving packages
2. Grain Measuring Chart for single serving packages
3. Four steps to determine how many single serving packages of grains is needed to meet
the meal pattern.
4. What if My Grain (single serving package) is Different?
5. Menu Considerations‐ one package serving size may be larger than needed especially
for younger children (ages 1‐5) and may not be cost effective.
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Meal Pattern Activities
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The fourth worksheet is Feeding Infants Using Ounce Equivalents for Grains in CACFP
worksheet. Infant grain serving size must also meet the ounce equivalent requirements.
The updated Daily Infant Menu Record is in your packet and is also available in
MyIdahoCNP download forms.
This worksheet provides:
1. Infant grain requirements for each meal service and ready to eat cereal sugar limits.
2. Grain Measuring Chart for meeting infant meal pattern requirements for grains.
3. Using Nutrition Facts Label and Grain Measuring Chart
4. What if My Grain is Different?
5. Grain Measuring Tools.
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Meal Pattern Activities

What’s the Grain Ounce Equivalent!

39

It is time to play What’s the Grain Ounce Equivalence! Count out by 4.
Do: Start the group with counting and have the ones go to a table, twos at another, threes
at another and fours at another table. Each table will have a packet and metallic table
board.
Instructions: All group will be given a grain label on the next slides and must guess the
grain ounce equivalent serving size for one ounce of grains and put answer on metallic
table board. Each team will show answer and teams will get a point for each correct
answer. After the last slide, the points will be totaled to find the winner.
(packet at table needs the worksheets for ounce equivalents and exhibit A grain tool).
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Meal Pattern Activities

What’s the Grain Ounce Equivalent!
Serving Size for ounce
equivalent: 3 cakes

40

Give 1 minutes to record answer. Have everyone show their answer, provide answer and
record point for teams with correct answers.
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Meal Pattern Activities

What’s the Grain Ounce Equivalent!
Single Serving Package .75 ounce (21 grams)

Serving Size for ounce
equivalent: 2 Packages

41

Give 1 minutes to record answer. Have everyone show their answer, provide answer and
record point for teams with correct answers.
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Meal Pattern Activities

What’s the Grain Ounce Equivalent!
Serving Size for Infant ½
ounce equivalent:
¼ cup or 4 Tbs.

42

Give 1 minutes to record answer. Have everyone show their answer, provide answer and
record point for teams with correct answers.
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Meal Pattern Activities

What’s the Grain Ounce Equivalent!
Serving Size for ounce
equivalent:
1 1/8 slices or 2 slices

Portion Size‐ 1 slice 26 grams

43

Give 1 minutes to record answer. Have everyone show their answer, provide answer and
record point for teams with correct answers.
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Meal Pattern Activities

What’s the Grain Ounce Equivalent!
Serving Size for ounce
equivalent: 42 sticks

Sticks 2 inches

44

Give 2 minutes to record answer. Have everyone show their answer, provide answer and
record point for teams with correct answers. Note: this is a large serving size and it is
important to take into consideration when purchasing food products the food cost and how
many servings the facility will receive from the package.
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Meal Pattern Activities

45

The final worksheet in your training packet is the Serving Meats and Meat Alternates at
Lunch and Supper in CACFP. Meat/Meat Alternate is a required component in lunch and
supper. In breakfast it may be served in place of a grain up to three times a week and in
snack is one of the five components that may be served in snack.
This worksheet provides:
1. Why meat/meat alternates are important in the meal pattern
2. Examples of how meat/meat alternates may be part of the meals
3. Make Every Bite Count! Serve lower fat and sodium products with examples. Best
practice offer processed meats no more than once per week. Example (hot dogs,
sausage)
4. Lunch and Supper meal pattern requirements‐ Important serving size is in ounce
equivalents – amount of meat/alternate in food items
5. Which Meats and Meat Alternates are Creditable? Use food buying guide, CN labels
and Product Formulation statements. Examples of creditable and not creditable in
worksheet.
6. Serving it Safe Guidance
7. Menu Planning Tips
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Meal Pattern Activities
Determine Meat/Meat Alternate Ounce Equivalents
“amount of meat or meat alternate in the food item”
Methods to Determine Ounce Equivalent Servings
 Food Buying Guide
 CN Labels
 Product Formulation Statements

46

The focus today is determining the meat/meat alternate ounce equivalent serving
size for food items. The ounce equivalent is the amount of meat or meat alternate
in the food item you are planning to serve.
Methods to Determine Ounce Equivalent Servings‐
 Food Buying Guide
 CN Labels
 Product Formulation Statements
If you find the food item you are purchasing in the food buying guide it is creditable
to the meal pattern. Select the food item in the FBG that matches the description
of your food product on the package. If there is not a match in the FBG you will
need a CN label or PFS. See examples of Turkey Ham in the FBG. All examples are
based on a pound purchase unit. The next column provides how many servings per
purchase unit and the last column provides the oz equivalent serving size. For a 1
ounce equivalent serving of the first turkey ham you need 1.4 ounces of the sliced
meat.
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Meal Pattern Activities
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The Crediting Meats/Meat Alternates in CNP Tip Sheet was just released on July 27, 2022.
It is in your table packet to check out. Due to the late release we did not have time to print
one for each of you. A broadcast email was sent out on July 27th with the tip sheet so some
of you may have already printed and reviewed it. This tip sheet supports guidance on the
use of the FBG, CN labels and PFS to determine the ounce equivalent serving size for
meat/meat alternate food items served in your menus.
This worksheet provides:
1. Specific Program requirements by Child Nutrition Programs.
2. What To Serve and How Much?
3. Common Creditable Meats (oz eq)
4. Common Creditable Meat Alternates (oz eq)
5. Foods Not Creditable as Meats/Meat Alternates
6. Example CN Label‐Whole Grain Pizza
7. Example PFS‐ Honey Lime Chopped Chicken
8. Other Special Considerations
9. Test Your Knowledge and Answers.
(Focus on Question 3 for turkey luncheon meat)
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Menu Records and Documentation
CN Labels Verification Report

https://www.fns.usda.gov/cn/labeling/usdausdc‐authorized‐labels‐and‐manufacturers
Presentation Title48
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If the meat/meat alternate product you are planning to serve is not in the food buying
guide, then you can check the CN labels Verification Report to see if the product has a CN
label.
Either a CN Label or Product Formulation Statement is required for all commercially
processed meat/meat alternate or combination food items that are served and counted
toward meal pattern components.
This is a CN Label Verification Report that was developed to assist State agency reviewers,
CN program operators, and food industry to verify the status of a CN Label and the validity
of a CN Label copied with a watermark. It does not replace the requirement to maintain
CN labels. Day care homes and centers may maintain the CN Label from the original
container, a photo of the label on the container or a watermark copy with attached bill of
lading (invoice).
This verification report can be found on the FNS website at
https://www.fns.usda.gov/cn/labeling/usdausdc‐authorized‐labels‐and‐manufacturers
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Menu Records and Documentation
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Here is a sample CN label. This label is also in your packet. The Child Nutrition (CN) label
product contains the following information:
 The CN label which has a distinctive border
 The meal pattern contribution statement
 A unique 6 digit product identification number (assigned by FNS) appearing in the upper
right hand corner of the CN logo.
 The USDA/FNS authorization statement
 The month and year of the final FNS approval appearing at the end of the authorization
statement
 And the remaining required label features; product name, inspection legend,
ingredients, USDA statement, signature/address line, and net weight.
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Menu Records and Documentation

Sliced Oven Roasted Turkey Breast
3 ounces of purchased sliced turkey
equals 2 ounce of equivalent meat

50

Here is a sample Product Formulation Statement that is also located in your packet. If your
commercially processed product was not CN labeled you must obtain a Product
Formulation Statement to determine the product meal contribution and the minimum
serving size of the product by age group.
Looking at this Product Formulation Statement in your packet let’s review the required
components of a statement. As I review the requirements see if you can find each on the
statement.
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Menu Records and Documentation
Commercially Processed Foods‐ Foods prepared and packaged by food manufacturer
Examples of Commercially Processed Meats:
• Luncheon
• Deli meats‐ ham, sausage, hot dogs, pastrami, turkey…
• Hamburger patties
• Chicken nuggets….
Note: The turkey roast without bone in FBG is “USDA Foods” only
Boneless Turkey Roasts‐
highly processed "roasts" formed from pressed‐together small pieces. Turkey slices
in the supermarket deli may be labeled "roast turkey," but they're usually cut from
formed roasts.
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Commercially Processed Foods‐ Foods prepared and packaged by food manufacturer
Examples of Commercially Processed Meats:
Luncheon
Deli meats‐ ham, sausage, hot dogs, pastrami, turkey…
Hamburger patties
Chicken nuggets….
Note: The turkey roast without bone in FBG is “USDA Foods” only
Boneless Turkey Roasts‐
highly processed "roasts" formed from pressed‐together small pieces. Turkey slices in
the supermarket deli may be labeled "roast turkey," but they're usually cut from
formed roasts.
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Menu Records and Documentation
Turkey Sandwich Demonstration
2‐ slices bread WGR (28 g per slice)
2 – ounce equivalent sliced turkey
2‐ slices of tomatoes
2‐ green leaf lettuce leaves
Children ages 1‐2 ( 2 pieces) 1 ounce equivalent meat, 1 ounce equivalent grain
Children ages 3‐5 ( 3 pieces) 1.5 ounces equivalent meat, 1.5 ounce equivalent grain
Children ages 6‐12 (4 pieces) 2 ounce equivalent meat, 2 ounce equivalent grain
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For this demonstration we are using the Turkey Roast PDF and Turkey Sandwich ingredients
on this slide to demonstrate the ounce equivalent serving size in a turkey sandwich.
Do: Prepare the turkey sandwich, lay two slices of bread on cutting board, add lettuce on
one slice of bread, weigh sliced meat to obtain 2 ounce equivalent sliced turkey using the
PFS, place turkey on one slice of bread, add tomato slices and green leaf lettuce, put other
slice of bread on sandwich and cut into 4 equal pieces.
Children ages 1‐2 ( 2 pieces) 1 ounce equivalent meat, 1 ounce equivalent grain
Children ages 3‐5 ( 3 pieces) 1.5 ounces equivalent meat, 1.5 ounce equivalent grain
Children ages 6‐12 (4 pieces) 2 ounce equivalent meat, 2 ounce equivalent grain
Note: Bread is 28 grains per slice ( 1 ounce equivalence)‐ In this sandwich a larger serving
of grain is provided to also meet the meat/meat alternate ounce equivalent serving per age
group. It is recommended to purchase bread slices that are 28 grams so other food items
served on the menu like toast meet the ounce equivalent requirement.
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Menu Records and Documentation
Turkey Sandwich Demonstration‐ cont.
1‐ slices bread WGR
3 – ounces as purchased sliced turkey
2‐ slices of tomatoes
2‐ leaves green leaf lettuce
Total cost per sandwich:
Lunch free reimbursement:

$ .40
$1.42
$ .18
$ .32
$2.32
$3.66 plus .26 CIL
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Now show the cost of the sandwich. (Based on average of current prices and rates from June 2022‐
note rate increase in July and additional 10 cents per meal will help)
The total cost is $2.32 for the sandwich which would credit toward the meat, grain and possible the
vegetable components. Milk and fruit must be added. If your center receives all meals at the free
rate the reimbursement is $3.66 plus .26 CIL.
Adding one slice of cheese (1 ounce equivalent meat alternate) in place of 1 ounce equivalent will
reduce cost by possible 5‐10 cents in the cost per sandwich. It is also important to note, labor for
preparation and service is not considered.
If you add .50 cents for orange wedges and milk, the food cost of the meal is $2.82 divided by $3.92
for reimbursement. The food cost percentage is 72%. The food cost percentage might go down by
5% by substituting a slice of cheese for 1 ounce equivalent of turkey and changing the fruit to
canned fruit. The goal is to maintain food cost at 50 % or slightly higher without reducing the
nutrition or quality of the meal.
Note: When writing this standardized recipe, you enter the food items and quantity based on the
weight or volume needed to meet the meal pattern. For this turkey product, the sliced turkey in
the recipe would be listed as 3 ounces of turkey (by weight).
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Meal Pattern Activities
Best Practices During Supply Chain Shortages
• Regular communication with vendors on outages
• Place or purchase product orders early

It’s
a Plan!

• Forecast food needs for a longer period
• Identify alternate sources for supplies (stores‐vendors)
• Use Cycle Menus‐ if substitute do within same food components
• Replace commercial processed products with simple homemade recipes
• Consistently purchase the same products
• Maintain shelf‐stable options (canned fruit, vegetables, nuts, seeds, nut
butter, crackers, pretzels, dry milk)
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Best Practices During Supply Chain Shortages
•

Regular communication with vendors on outages

•

Place or purchase product orders early

•

Forecast food needs for a longer period

•

Identify alternate sources for supplies (stores‐vendors)

•

Use Cycle Menus‐ if substitute do within same food components

•

Replace commercial processed products with simple homemade recipes

•

Consistently purchase the same products

•

Maintain shelf‐stable options (canned fruit, vegetables, nuts, seeds, nut butter,
crackers, pretzels, dry milk)
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Wrap up & Questions?
Kim Sherman | Child and Adult Food Care Program
Child Nutrition Programs, Idaho State Department of Education
650 W State Street, Boise, ID 83702
208 332 6935
ksherman@sde.Idaho.gov
www.sde.idaho.gov/cnp/cacfp

Supporting Schools and Students to Achieve
SHERRI YBARRA, ED.S., SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
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This is the end of our training today, do you have any questions?
Please make sure you signed the attendance sheet for this training and complete the
evaluation in your packet. Place evaluation forms on the front table.
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Nondiscrimination Statement
In accordance with federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights regulations and policies,
this institution is prohibited from discriminating on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex (including gender identity
and sexual orientation), disability, age, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity.
Program information may be made available in languages other than English. Persons with disabilities who require
alternative means of communication to obtain program information (e.g., Braille, large print, audiotape, American Sign
Language), should contact the responsible state or local agency that administers the program or USDA’s TARGET Center at
(202) 720‐2600 (voice and TTY) or contact USDA through the Federal Relay Service at (800) 877‐8339.
To file a program discrimination complaint, a Complainant should complete a Form AD‐3027, USDA Program Discrimination
Complaint Form which can be obtained online at: https://www.usda.gov/sites/default/files/documents/USDA‐OASCR%20P‐
Complaint‐Form‐0508‐0002‐508‐11‐28‐17Fax2Mail.pdf, from any USDA office, by calling (866) 632‐9992, or by writing a
letter addressed to USDA. The letter must contain the complainant’s name, address, telephone number, and a written
description of the alleged discriminatory action in sufficient detail to inform the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights (ASCR)
about the nature and date of an alleged civil rights violation. The completed AD‐3027 form or letter must be submitted to
USDA by:
mail:
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20250‐9410; or
fax:(833) 256‐1665 or (202) 690‐7442; or
email: program.intake@usda.gov
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
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Current nondiscrimination statement‐ show at end of training
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